3D Artworks Gallery
Authentic Orientalist’s Themes
Profile:
My is Mohamed Faisal Saleh Awad.

As an artist for the last 20 years, I like to express myself through many art mediums.

Experience:
-Watercolor,
- Mosaic,
- Glass Painting,
- General Crafts,
- Decoupage & 3D Orientalists Artwork.
While studying in England I was always surrounded by history and rich culture.
I had the pleasure of visiting many Museums, which gave me a wider insight on the
many types and forms of art.
Achievements:
Art & Crafts Shop, opened in 1998 which continued for 20 years. It represented a
strong market dominance as we only specialized in professional artist’s materials, such
as Winsor & Newton, Daler Rowney and many other European prominent companies.
Crafts we supplied many companies such as Plaid, Pebeo & Asian craft companies.
Kidzz Café Activity Center, opened in 2005 and still open up to the present day.
Our main goals is provide kids with an environment where they feel safe and free to
unleash their artist talents. Our services include a Kidi Corner from, 2 to 4 years old,
School Trips, Birthday Events, Craft Classes & Seasonal events.
This is a publication from Arab News local paper at the time we opened.
Web Site: https://mykidzzcafe.com/
email: kidzzcafe@outlook.com
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ARAB NEWS, The Middle East's Leading English Language Daily
Date:Thursday, 14 Jun 2007 09:48:31 +0100
"There's one question that many parents ask themselves very often, Where can I take my children on
weekends? Most entertaining places depend on video games or amusement centers where a child gets back
home with nothing but some hours of empty joy during which he or she learned nothing beneficial.
Hobbies such as painting and handicrafts are nonstarters especially when children have nobody to
encourage them to explore their skills.
Mohamed Awad, chairman of Mohamed Faisal Saleh Awad Establishment, who provided a place with a
difference. He established Kidzz Café so that children could have a chance to spend time and develop some
useful skills and talents. The café located in the Al-Tahlia Center in Jeddah. He hopes to help some who
will become the artists of the future."

3D Artworks Gallery
3D Artwork, this is the Art of making 3D Orientalist's Art from authentic themes.
The method involves creating multiple layers of the same picture. This form of art
transforms a normal picture from a two-dimensional to three-dimensional artwork,
bringing my artwork to life.
At the gallery you can see my complete artwork displayed in a old orientalists theme.
A collection of varied orientalists artist, reproduced in a 3D decoupage style. The
method involves creating multiple layers of the same image, using accessories and
materials to reflect a real image.
Web Site: http://www.msa-artworks.com/ email: msa.artwork@icloud.com
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